
Luxury bar soaps by Linari: 

the different scents 

 

 

Scent "Notte Bianca" 

Exciting and infatuating like a sleepless night. A delightful 

interaction of delicate fruity accents of pink grapefruit, fresh 

bergamot and Italian orange combine with the vitalising spicy 

notes of star anise, elixir of absinth, clove, sage and the finest 

cashmere wood. Accords of Haitian vetiver and tonka bean 

provide a seductive sensual character to the base note, 

highlighted by white musk and amber. The perfumer: Mark 

Buxton 

 

 

Scent "Vista sul Mare" 

Irresistible, like the view over an endless blue ocean, the 

joining of the fresh citrus notes of Calabrian bergamot, pink 

grapefruit, lemon and Italian tangerine with a cool ozonic 

accord, ingeniously surrounded by a spicy-floral bouquet of 

red pepper, cloves, lily of the valley and wild roses. White 

musk and seductive amber merge with natural cedar and 

hints of patchouli to create a sensual, elegant base note. The 

perfumer: Egon Oelkers 

 

 

 

Scent "Acqua Santa" 

Clean and innocent like crystal-clear holy water, blithe fruity 

notes of Sicilian bergamot and cassis with irresistibly warm and 

spicy accords of coriander, Javanese patchouli and green 

leaves that are captively surrounded by a floral bouquet of 

finest rose petals, wild jasmine, precious ylang-ylang, 

cyclamen and lily of the valley with its sensual feminine touch. 

Aspects of sweet caramel intertwine with musk, tonka bean 

and delicate cedarwood to emphasise its warm aressing and 

seductively sensual base. The perfumer: Maurice Roucel 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Scent "Angelo di Fiume" 

As ethereal and sensual as an angel. A gourmet of 

opulent, fruity notes of wild cherries, raspberries, Italian 

orange and bergamot merge with floral accords of ylang 

ylang, rose leaves and jasmine, rounded off with sweet 

caramel. The complex base note seduces with 

Madagascan vanilla whilst smooth accents of finest 

sandalwood and Siamese benjoin resin are subtly flattered 

by white musk and patchouli. The perfumer: Mark Buxton 

 

 

Scent "Eleganza Luminosa" 

The enticing freshness of sun-ripened bergamot, luscious 

lemon and lively orange contrasts appealingly with the 

lavish floweriness of finest rose oil, tantalizing jasmine, 

yellow freesia, powdery iris and lily of the valley. Warm 

woody notes of cedar and sandal merge with the sensual 

accord of white musk, whilst Javan patchouli and amber 

radiate to emphasise the long-lasting, timeless elegance. 

The perfumer: Egon Oelkers 

 

 

Scent "Porta del Cielo" 

A celestial interaction of opulent fruity notes of sun-

ripended Calabrian bergamot, juicy pineapple and 

crispy raspberry merge with floral accords of delicate 

freesia and aromatic Indian davana oil. Gentle aspects 

of Australian sandalwood and finest cashmere wood 

surround the captivating floral heart note of lily of the 

valley, vibrant violet and Tunisian orange blossom. The 

distinctive powdery base notes of white musk, vanilla and 

enchanting Venezuelan tonka are flattered by accords 

of exquisite Siamese benzoin resin and Andalusian 

labdanum. The perfumer: Mark Buxton 

 

Scent "Fuoco Infernale" 

A likewise multifarious and infatuating composition of tangy 

carnation and herbaceous-earthy aspects of natural myrtle, 

wild marjoram, accords of cinnamon bark, and birch and 

labdanum resin. Sweet-spicy olibanum and tonka bean 

provide the rich and opulent character of the heart note. The 

distinctive elements of the leathery base are accompanied 

by the combination of Burma-Gurjun resin and exquisite Atlas-

cedarwood. White musk and grey amber round the 

composition off with depth and warmth. The perfumer: Egon 

Oelkers 

                                                                   


